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Facts and Figures on the Fair
This year, 23,000 students, parents and teachers came to Cologne on 8 and 9 February to attend
the "Einstieg" career fair. The young people were highly motivated - many with their freshly
handed out semi-annual reports - and looked for guidance and support in reaching decisions
about their future careers. Their main focus was to receive first-hand advice from HR experts
from 250 German and foreign exhibitors.
The students arrived very well prepared and received further information on training, studies
and the concept of the gap year. The exhibitors provided them with tips on how to apply and

What topics are you interested
in at the fair?
Multiple answers possible, max. 3 answers
Education 31%
Study 79%

recruited suitable candidates through personal networking.
Dual degree 41%
Federal Education Minister Anja Karliczek and NRW's Education Minister Yvonne Gebauer offered their support in the recruiting process. With the take-over of the patronage for the 19th
Einstieg Cologne and a welcoming speech, they advocated the successful transition from school
to work.

Stay abroad 29%
Voluntary service 10%
Internship 14%

Our visitor survey showed that the young people’s interest was as wide-ranging as the exhibitors' offerings: 79% of the students surveyed had questions about university studies. Approxi-

Job application 11%

mately 31% of the visitors were interested in finding out about vocational training from the exhibitors, 41% about a dual curriculum. The students also wanted to know more about the topics
of stays abroad, voluntary service, internships and applications. Great information for exhibitors
was the fact that 67% of the young people had not yet decided on what path to choose, while

Fakten

25% were already fairly sure.
The survey also showed that Einstieg Cologne attracted young people from all over North
Rhine-Westphalia and beyond. While 50% of the visitors came from Cologne and the surrounding area, the other half arrived from more distant regions.

Which school are you attending
at the moment?
Percentage

• Grammar school 74%
• Comprehensive school 9%
• Secondary school 4%
• Vacational college 9%
• Other type of school 2%
•	I no longer go
	 to school 2%
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Visitors’ & Exhibitors’ Comments

Every year, Einstieg Cologne offers us the great
opportunity not only to talk to interested young
people, but also to exchange ideas and discuss
the latest trends with colleagues from the educational sector.

The main reason for our long-term participation at Einstieg Köln is the very high amount of
well-prepared and very interested students.
Dirk Hansel, TH Georg Agricola
We happily participate in the Einstieg Cologne
fair, as it has always been very well organised
and we are continually provided with helpful
advice and suggestions from Mrs. Intile. Many
thanks and we are looking forward to more
great years of cooperation.
Many interested visitors who were curious to enter
our stand and left with a smile.
Norbert Leder, Cologne Professional Fire Brigade

Claudia Dittrich, Feda Madrid

Kim Dellwig and Petra Stevens, Deichmann
Altogether a highly frequented and top-quality
trade fair. We are looking forward to welcoming
interested students as FHDW students soon.
Lisa Wagner, FHDW Bergisch Gladbach
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Special Features and Highlights
The visitor highlights included a big speeches program, which took place on three stages
and in the Speakers Corner, the application panel, the occupations challenge and the
discussion with YouTubers Alexander Giesecke and Nicolai Schork from simpleclub.

Occupations Challenge and Special Promotions
At the Occupations Challenge, interested students were given the opportunity to get to
know job profiles in a practical context. Twelve different stops helped them to find out
in which job they were particularly interested. Using virtual reality glasses, students were
able to learn more about the work of air traffic controllers at Eurocontrol, test their taste
buds with REWE and build a PC from individual parts at SEG System-EDV & Organisationsgesellschaft. The Hospital Association of St. Mary's gave them the opportunity to
perform resuscitation on a doll, to place a stomach tube or establish venous access. The
Ministry for School and Education of North Rhine-Westphalia invited young visitors to
its stand offering an online game. The students could do a check to find out if they have
what it takes to become a teacher. The Geisenheim University of Applied Sciences was
focusing on biological plant protection in organic horticulture and viticulture. Mediengruppe RTL allowed visitors to stand in front of the camera themselves and present the
event, which was directly processed in the outside broadcasting van. A mobile puzzle
cube was placed at the stand of the North Rhine-Westphalian police, where the students
were able to solve puzzles, collect evidence and resolve uncertain correlations - similar to
an escape room. The Cologne professional fire brigade gave the young people not only
the opportunity to test their physical fitness by abseiling from the aerial ladder panel but
also to have a look inside an ambulance.
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Special Features and Highlights
Instagram & Snapchat

Snapchat

In the days leading up to the fair, the Einstieg Instagram profile received a lot
of attention. Especially the Instagram- and Snapchat-Stories during the fair
were very popular as they helped leading the students to various spots at the
fair. In addition, there were numerous Snaps of selected exhibitors as well as
of individual program items.

Application Panel
Students who had questions about the application process received free help
at the application panel. An expert from Einstieg reviewed the application
folders, the retail-store company dm offered free make-up sessions to the
applicants and a photographer took professional photos. Talentcube, the cooperation partner, provided additional tips for online or video applications.

Application
Panel
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Special Features and Highlights
Speakers Corner

Speakers
Corner

Once again the "Speakers Corner" was part of the Einstieg Cologne. This
interactive speech style was very well received by the visitors as they were
able to exchange ideas with the speakers directly. Among others, the topics
included " How to apply correctly ", " How to find the right university and the
right subject " or " Living and studying abroad ".

Media and Games Panel
A special focus of the fair was the media and games panel. Exhibitors such as
Mediengruppe RTL Deutschland, Arturo Schauspielschule and Pixl Visn or the
SAE Institute, ifs Köln, HMKW and the gesellschaft für bildung in medienberufen informed young people about career paths in the media and games
industry.

Media and
Games Panel
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Special Features and Highlights
simpleclub

simpleclub

YouTubers Nicolai Schork and Alexander Giesecke from simpleclub supported the Einstieg Cologne fair on Saturday with their speech "No Limit. From
YouTube star to entrepreneur". Being the founders, they reported on their
story going from Youtube star to entrepreneur. The secret to their success
includes more than 2 million subscribers on YouTube, around 30 employees
and a nomination for the Goldene Kamera. After the discussion, they held an
autograph session at the Einstieg stand.

Teachers' and Parents' Lounge
The teachers’ & parents’ lounge focused on supporting teachers as well as
mothers and fathers. The visitors were given professional guidance on how to
assist young people with their career choices in the classroom or at home.

Teachers'
and Parents'

On a side note: our survey showed that 99% of parents recommend Einstieg

Lounge

Cologne!
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Special Features and Highlights
Education Panel

Education
Panel

On Friday our in-house agency ‘Jugendstil’ organised a training panel. 17 training and HR managers took the opportunity to find out more about the latest
recruiting trends. They exchanged their experiences and followed informative presentations on recruiting and employer branding:
•	This is how modern apprentice recruiting works! - an exchange of experiences with Christian Langkafel, Einstieg GmbH, and Denis Buss, Jugendstil
agency
•	"Our company faces the following challenge..." - networking with Michael
Hanschmidt, Büro für Zukunft
•	"Trainee commitment - that's how it works!" - a best-practice with Michael
Hanschmidt, Büro für Zukunft
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Medienresonanz (Auszug)
Print Medien

Online

General-Anzeiger

• www.bildung.koeln.de

• www.hwk-koeln.de/termine/

Kölner Stadt-Anzeiger

• www.axa.de

• www.lifepr.de

Westdeutsche Zeitung

• www.lehrerlounge.net

• www.ihk-bonn.de

Kölnische Rundschau

• www.wz.de

• www.koelner.de/2018/01/25/

Focus Business

• www.pressebox.de

Schulwelt NRW

• www.wege-ins-ausland.de

• www.news4teachers.de

Rheinische Post

• www.mediengruppe-rtl.de

• www.berufsorientierung-bonn-

Kölner Wochenspiegel

• www.studis-online.de

TV / Hörfunk
WDR, Der Vormittag

rhein-sieg.de

• www.rundschau-online.de

• www.bildung.de

• www.azubi-atlas.de/termin/ein

• www.bigkarriere.de

stieg-koeln-2019
• www.stadt-koeln.de/leben-in-

WDR Lokalzeit Köln

gewinnspiel-einstieg-koeln

koeln.de
• www.rp-online.de/nrw

• www.messen.de
• www.wiwi-online.de
• www.planet-beruf.de
• www.studi-info.de/

WDR aktuell
WDR2, Das Mittagsmagazin

Social Media

WDR2 Bergisch Gladbach
RTL West, Nachrichten aus NRW
RTL NRW Guten Abend
Radio Köln Nachrichten

• Diverse Postings auf facebook
und instagram
• Aussteller-Posts und andere

bigFM
domradio
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Sponsors, Media and Cooperation Partners 2019
Patronage:

Media partner:

In cooperation with:

Member of

Einstieg Cologne 2020

Give us a call - we will be happy to advise you!

31 January 2020 + 1 February 2020

Einstieg customer team

Koelnmesse

0221.39 80 9-30

Registration deadline 15 November 2019

kundenteam@einstieg.com
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